Dance Education Centre Autumn 2018
Timetable Explained
Teachers initials
(AC) Amanda Cassin
(SM) Sam Morte
(MB) Melanie Bradley
(HJ) Hannah Joslin

Monday (SM & AC)
4.30pm - 5.30pm - Junior Acrobatic Arts as before (SM)
4.30pm - 5.15pm - Level 3 Tap students for this class have been contacted (AC)
5.15pm - 6.00pm - Grade 3 Modern students for this class have been contacted. (AC)
5.30pm - 6.00pm - Kicks Leaps and Turns this class will improve dance technique to enhance the acrobatic arts
syllabus (SM)
6.00pm - 7.00pm - Senior Acrobatic Arts as before (SM) (AC)
7.00pm - 7.30pm - Kicks Leaps and Turns this class will improve dance technique to enhance the acrobatic arts
syllabus (SM)(AC)
7.30pm - 8.15pm - Advanced Adult Tap as before (AC) (SM)
8.15pm - 9.00pm - Intermediate Adult Tap the beginners who have been taking this class are now intermediate level.
(AC) (SM)

Tuesday (HJ)
4.00pm - 4.30pm - Primary Tap students going into Reception and year 1 are suitable for this class
4.30pm - 5.00pm - Primary Ballet students going into Reception and year 1 are suitable for this class. This class is 30
minutes, and is suitable for younger students starting the Primary syllabus.
5.15pm - 6.15pm - Grade 4/5 ballet as before
6.15pm - 7.00pm - Level 4/Senior Tap non graded tap class, see Total Dance Technique for more details

Wednesday (HJ & SM)
4.00pm - 4.45pm - Grade 2 Ballet moved from 4.30pm
4.45pm - 5.30pm - Grade 3 Modern moved from 6.00pm, class to take the ISTD graded exam
4.45pm - 5.30pm - Level 2 Modern an option if a pupil does not wish to take the grade 3 modern class, see Total
Dance Technique for more details
5.30pm - 6.15pm - Grade 3 Ballet moved from 6.45pm
5.30pm - 6.15pm - Grade 3 Tap moved from 5.15pm
6.15pm - 7.30pm - Senior Conditioning and Pointe suitable from age 10 years and open to everyone, if you have not
been invited to do pointe work, the class will finish at 7.15pm See Total Dance
Technique for more details
7.30pm - 8.30pm - Grade 4/5 Ballet moved from Monday for those wanting to take the exam and have a 2nd ballet
lesson a week.

Thursday (MB & SM)
3.45pm - 4.30pm - Primary Ballet as before from year 1 (MB)
3.45pm - 4.30pm - Junior Conditioning moved from Tuesday, please see Total Dance Technique for more details (SM)
4.30pm - 5.00pm - Grade 1 Modern was 5.00pm class (MB)
4.30pm - 5.00pm - Primary Modern for pupils in reception and year 1 (SM)
5.00pm - 5.30pm - Primary Tap for pupils in reception and year 1 (MB)
5.00pm - 5.30pm - Grade 1 Tap for pupils who were invited to take Primary Tap in July 2018 (SM)
5.30pm - 6.15pm - Grade 1 Ballet as before & including the children that were due to take Primary Ballet Exam (MB)
5.30pm - 6.15pm - Level 1 Ballet new class for children not wanting to take the Grade 1 Ballet exam, can move over
from the Grade 1 Ballet class, see Total Dance Technique for more details (SM)
6.15pm - 7.00pm - Intermediate Tap for those who have taken Grade 5 Tap and for those wishing to take the OLD
Intermediate tap exam by December 2019 (MB)
7.00pm - 7.45pm - Grade 5 Modern as before (MB)
7.00pm - 7.45pm - Beginners Adult Tap New Class - for adults from 16 years who would like to learn tap dancing
from scratch (SM)

Saturday (AC or SM)
9.00am - 9.45am - Pre-Primary Tap and Ballet previously named Pre-School Tap and Ballet
9.45am - 10.15am - Primary Tap for pupils in reception and year 1
10.15am - 11.00am - Primary Ballet for pupils in reception upwards. Option to leave after 30 minutes
11.00am - 11.30am - Grade 1 Tap for pupils who took Primary Tap in July 2019
11.30am - 12.00pm - Grade 1 Modern Exam Class students have been learning the grade for 2 terms already
12.00pm - 12.30pm - Grade 1 Tap Exam Class students have been learning the grade for 2 terms already

